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directly related to the use and abuse of pesticides 
and fertilizers.Gil Stem once said, "Man is a complex being. 

He makes deserts bloom and lakes die. ”
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-, HI Farmers are becoming increasingly alarmed at the 
increasing level of contamination found in their
water sujyply. ijÉ
E Public discussion -of this
minimum. In a recent letter to the Minister or 
Health, the National Farmers Union eloquently 
stated the position of its members: “We are not the 
designers of the technology we are using, nor are we 
its masters. We are interested in finding the best 
possible system for agricultural production in New 
Brunswick from the standpoint of producing 
healthy, nutritious food and protection of our en- 
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mm*.Today, progress has given man the capacity to 
perform micro-surgery, to create nuclear fission 
and to reach previously unattainable heights in 
computer technology. All of this has raised 
peoples’ expectations of science and led to a 
"blind” faith in its ability to improve quality of 
life. The marvels that science can bring are un
questionable yet progress, as we know it, has also 
brought us to the brink of environmental disaster. 
Toxic waste disposal, water contamination, acid 
rain and various other forms of pollution are all 
being addressed by scientists, yet, many of their 
efforts are lost in the lobby with government and 
business interests, who seem more concerned 
with "economics” than quality of living. There is 
no doubt that a solution to environmental pro
blems must be found, and such a solution must be 
cost-efficient. If we do not search for solutions to 
these concerns now, the "cost” may be too much in 
the future.
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The contamination of drinking water by 
agricultural chemicals is not a new phenomenon. 
However, awaiting some outbreak of disease related 
to this contamination is not a desired outcome. 
Government, farmers and concerned citizens must

menTreport 20 “to *70% wate/S’^he ^ïoavid C^n wa^'toaditionally nitrates haw

with nitrates and ethvl been of concern because when converted to nitratestSrea, ^bstan^—rf JcLina birth Ifecto. «»*? human gut, they have the Mg*******
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Coupled with the findings of this report, figures 
This week’s fmtufe brings to our attention a - have emerged that point to widespread well-water

serious environmental issue that affects many contamination within the very same area. David
New Brunswick farmers. When reading such a Coon of the Conservation Council of New
feature, it is my hope that the reader will choose Brunswick references this point: “In a year-long
to be more caring than the "N.I.M.B. Y, ” (Not In study of well water quality in Carleton County, all |

(ppm), the health department is using this as its max-
government, business and society as a whole. h^kdnwnof to k the imum acceptable concentration. Eighteen percent of
Because this feature deals with a problem in New *! flJSiSLfcS&oSd nriw ‘ ^«tim^tofarm^We^ tetKlogy the wells surveyed in Carleton County exceeded this
Brunswick, it is in the 4tback yard” of aü concerned | ifS guideline/’ What has our health department done to

•VZÏÏÏTëS: ^S&I’SSL address this problem very little!

Coon notes» scientists as yet, cannot determine Gallagher, an M.L.A, from Carleton County and
what level of exposure» danger to health will <x> - the Provincial Health Minister, spoke on the issue of

On September 8th, 1985, the C.B.C. ran a cur. They can establish what level will cause death ground water contamination; “to me it is a concern, Agricultural pollution is a very sensitive topic,
feature program on “Sunday Morning.” This pro- or illness but any connection to birth defects has it is not alarming, we did tests and found there was Farmers need high yields to stay alive and the
gram raised questions about the presence and con- not been medically proven. (However, there are organic content in the wells of some farms. I was ex- Department of Agriculture suggests the use of fer-sequences of ground water contamination in both obvious possibilities that some connection bet- pSting we might have found more than we did; We timers and pesticides will enhance these yields.
Carleton and Victoria counties of New Brunswick. ween contaminated water and birth defects does use a lot of chemicals in Carleton County. If the Because it is an integral part of the St. John River

The program dealt with the notion that; people exist.) Within the very same C.B.C. program, case nitrates in the well waUr are from fertilizers, we had Valley economy, agriculture faces a constant “Catch
in the potato belt of New Brunswick are worried histories were brought forward to substantiate better find out about it/’ There are many concerned 22“ situation. Politicians are unwilling to make the
about the quality of their water and the health of doubts that many farmers and environmentalists who fear the issue of contamination is far greater legislative control policies that will help clean up the
their families. Let us consider some of the have about such a connection. than Mr. Gallagher has led people to believe. As ground water and farmers must face a daily battle to 19RH
evidence that supports these fears. R nf VWnrla David Coon points out, “we are dealing with an en- survive, a battle which places environmental con-

Three-year-old Rebecca Holland of Victoria /uZllnYa disaster and a serious public health cerns alongside food on the table. A scenario none of
The fate of still births in New Brunswick is C°rm^f snina ^fdf and^er^rLls^ bïievïthat threat. At this point, no one is publicly drawing any us wish to see may develop, spina bifida may become

much higher than the national average; as well, Zre ic 1 oonne^tiot litwZn arod connection between the hazardous waste task force more concentrated in this area, birth defects may
the province has the highest rate of the crippling Ihünrlvin alh « i i,rc around their land findings and the well water test résulte in Carleton rise, and further contamination may close down
birth defect “spinabifida”. Most of the casS of and Vktoria counties; no one is willing to add two some farm operations completely, all because the

birth defect. Irt.hlrtuT.ycfy, lb,.[rtrtcr cicrt rtX1cUy,|'c"c b"Uhl mrtitm'rt ’

task force reported as follow* Chairman Frank g . These examples cannot be ignored. » - •. Llkethe forest indust-y, the 1
White pointed out that, “we were unable to ' Medical scientists don't know what causes spina - ? - dostry fighti nature of thê ‘
demonstrate in die forestry sector, evidence of a ; bifida, they only have theories, it may be genetic, - • tasy, yeas, N<w —.0ES I ifoded- ^hese epfnioiw ate those, of me author and |
problem; however, we did clearly demonstrate ft may be nutritional, ft may be environmental, : ZLF^fcftilivHr ^What is not mt nece^ar^V *dfect that - -j s
evidence of a potential problem in the agricultural Regardless of the questions the medical profession fuelled by 50,000 tntof farther. What-not students end the Brumu>ickan staff.)
area, and, this pattern was generally located has" it is irrefutable that cases of spina bifida are known is whether
within the St. John River valley which is the most concentrated in the potato belt of New . range health nsk, However,- ■ «.......... .... JÆSLw:
prime agricultural area in the province." B■B *™**«*. <* ***** :
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